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THE POWER OF 
DIVERSIFICATION
 
When it comes to building your retirement 
nest egg or your legacy, it’s never wise to put 
all your eggs in one basket. One smart approach 
can be to diversify your portfolio by choosing 
alternatives that can give you a broad range of 
opportunities in the U.S. and around the globe.  
In fact, diversification can potentially enhance  
your long-term saving goals.
 
Sagicor’s indexed life insurance solutions combine
financial protection with growth opportunities to
help you accumulate wealth. When you purchase
your policy, you can allocate funds into your choice
of diverse interest crediting strategies, including
options linked to the performance of iShares ETFs
from BlackRock and the S&P 500® Index. You can
select a single interest crediting strategy or multiple
strategies to help accomplish your objectives. You  
also have the freedom to transfer or change interest  
crediting strategies on each policy anniversary, subject  
to contract provisions.

What’s best of all is that you’ll be able to experience  
interest crediting linked to the upside potential of the 
performance of an iShares ETF or the S&P 500® Index —  
without ever facing market losses, because you’re never  
directly invested in any security or market index.
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Global opportunities with interest crediting strategies linked to 
iShares ETFs from BlackRock
Sagicor Life Insurance Company partnered with BlackRock, Inc., one of the world’s largest ETF 
providers,1 to bring you interest crediting strategies linked to three index-tracking iShares ETFs.

iShares is a collection of ETFs managed by BlackRock. Most iShares ETFs hold a variety of  
company stocks or bonds and track the investment results of a benchmark bond or stock market 
index. The performance of these ETFs serves as criteria for the calculation of interest to be credited 
to your account. 

Interest crediting strategies linked to ETFs can provide built-in diversification and growth potential 
without exposure to market risk. Even though your savings are not directly invested in any iShares 
ETF, you can easily monitor how the ETF invests.

If you want interest crediting opportunities and diversification with some 
international exposure, consider a strategy linked to:
iShares MSCI EAFE ETF
This ETF seeks to track the investment results of an index composed of large- and mid-capitalization 
developed market equities, excluding the U.S. and Canada. 
• ETF benchmark: MSCI EAFE Index 
• ETF ticker symbol: EFA 

iShares MSCI Emerging Markets ETF
This ETF seeks to track the investment results of an index composed of large- and mid-capitalization 
emerging market equities.
• ETF benchmark: MSCI Emerging Markets Index 
• ETF ticker symbol: EEM 

 If you want interest crediting opportunities and exposure to U.S. companies 
that have higher environmental, social and governance (ESG) qualities, 
consider a strategy linked to:  
iShares ESG Aware MSCI USA ETF
This ETF seeks to track the investment results of an index composed of U.S. companies that have 
positive ESG characteristics as identified by the index provider while exhibiting risk and return 
characteristics similar to those of the parent index.
• ETF benchmark: MSCI USA Extended ESG Focus Index       
• ETF ticker symbol: ESGU
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U.S. opportunities with interest crediting strategies linked to the  
S&P 500® Index
If you believe in the strength of the U.S. economy:
Consider a crediting strategy linked to the performance of the S&P 500® Index. The Index tracks 
500 of the largest U.S. publicly-traded corporations in the nation’s foremost industries.

A declared rate strategy
If you want the assurance of a guaranteed minimum fixed rate:
Consider the policy’s Declared Rate Strategy. You’ll earn interest credited daily, based on a fixed  
rate declared by Sagicor, which is guaranteed to never be less than the guaranteed minimum 
declared rate.

One of the most widely-followed 
U.S. indexes

Widely regarded as the best 
single gauge of large-cap  
U.S. equities

A leading gauge of future trends  
in the nation’s economy

Facts about the S&P 500® Index2
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The advantage of tax deferral
Sagicor’s crediting strategies give you the ability to earn interest on a tax-deferred basis. So, your 
savings can grow and compound, year after year, without being taxed. This can help you accumulate 
more over time.

Interest crediting opportunities based on Caps and Pars
Depending on the crediting strategy you choose, the amount of interest crediting you’ll receive  
is determined by its interest rate ceiling (Cap) or Participation rate (Par), and will never be
less than 0.00%. 
 
A Cap (Cap rate) is a ceiling that credits up to a specified limit of the benchmark return.

A Par (Participation rate) is a percentage of the gain that credits a portion of the benchmark return. 

The following hypothetical examples show the mechanics of how Caps and Pars influence credited 
interest rates. These examples are not indicative of the actual or current crediting rates or Caps and 
Pars, which could be higher or lower than those shown. For more information about your policy, 
consult your insurance agent.

iShares — Par Strategy 
Interest is credited using a Participation rate, based on the performance of an iShares ETF. 

How it’s calculated 
If the Participation rate is 40.00%, and the one-year performance of the ETF 
is 10.00% from point-to-point, your annual interest credit would be 4.00%. If 
the ETF yields -2.00%, you’ll earn 0.00%.

Earn a percentage of the ETF yield. Never earn less than 0.00%.

S&P 500® Index — Cap Strategy 
Interest is credited up to a Cap rate, based on the performance of the S&P 500® Index.

How it’s calculated 
If the Cap rate is 6.00%, and the one-year performance of the S&P 500® Index 
is 10.00% from point-to-point, your annual interest credit would be 6.00%. If 
the Index yields -2.00%, you’ll earn 0.00%.

Earn up to the interest rate Cap. Never earn less than 0.00%.
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iShares® and BlackRock®, and the corresponding logos, are registered trademarks of BlackRock, Inc. and its affiliates 
(“BlackRock”) and are used under license. BlackRock has licensed certain trademarks and trade names of BlackRock 
to Sagicor Life Insurance Company for certain purposes. Sagicor Life Insurance Company’s products and services  
are not sponsored, endorsed, sold, or promoted by BlackRock, and purchasers of such products do not acquire 
any interest in the iShares MSCI EAFE ETF, the iShares MSCI Emerging Markets ETF, or the iShares ESG Aware 
MSCI USA ETF, nor enter into any relationship of any kind with BlackRock. BlackRock makes no representations 
or warranties, express or implied, to the owners of any products offered by Sagicor Life Insurance Company or 
any member of the public regarding the advisability of purchasing any product or service offered by Sagicor Life 
Insurance Company. BlackRock has no obligation or liability for any errors, omissions, interruptions or use of the 
iShares ETFs or any data related thereto, or in connection with the operation, marketing, trading or sale of any 
Sagicor Life Insurance Company product or service offered by Sagicor Life Insurance Company.
For more information about iShares, see ishares.com.

Learn more about the available crediting strategies 
Get a more in-depth perspective. Scan the QR code or visit  
sagicorlife.co/creditingstrategies8 to view additional information  
and download PDFs of the latest quarterly fact sheets.

Plan to reach tomorrow’s goals 
Talk with your financial professional about choosing crediting strategies that can help you 
accumulate more for your future.

1https://www.ishares.com/us/about-us
2S&P Dow Jones Indices, S&P 500®.

http://ishares.com
http://sagicorlife.co/creditingstrategies8
https://www.ishares.com/us/about-us
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Not a deposit • Not FDIC or NCUSIF insured • Not guaranteed by the institution
Not insured by any federal government agency • May lose value

The S&P 500® Index is a product of S&P Dow Jones Indices LLC or its affiliates (“SPDJI”), and has been licensed for 
use by Sagicor Life Insurance Company (Sagicor). S&P®, S&P 500®, US 500, The 500, iBoxx®, iTraxx® and CDX® are 
trademarks of S&P Global, Inc. or its affiliates (“S&P”); Dow Jones® is a registered trademark of Dow Jones Trademark 
Holdings LLC (“Dow Jones”) and these trademarks have been licensed for use by SPDJI and sublicensed for certain 
purposes by Sagicor. It is not possible to invest directly in an index. Sagicor’s product(s) are not sponsored, endorsed, 
sold or promoted by SPDJI, Dow Jones, S&P, any of their respective affiliates (collectively, “S&P Dow Jones Indices”). 
S&P Dow Jones Indices does not make any representation or warranty, express or implied, to the owners of Sagicor’s 
product(s) or any member of the public regarding the advisability of investing in securities generally or in Sagicor’s 
product(s) particularly or the ability of the S&P 500® Index to track general market performance. Past performance 
of an index is not an indication or guarantee of future results. S&P Dow Jones Indices’ only relationship to Sagicor Life 
Insurance Company (Sagicor) with respect to the S&P 500® Index is the licensing of the Index and certain trademarks, 
service marks and/or trade names of S&P Dow Jones Indices and/or its licensors. The S&P 500® Index is determined, 
composed and calculated by S&P Dow Jones Indices without regard to Sagicor Life Insurance Company (Sagicor) or 
Sagicor’s product(s). S&P Dow Jones Indices has no obligation to take the needs of Sagicor Life Insurance Company 
(Sagicor) or the owners of Sagicor’s product(s) into consideration in determining, composing or calculating the S&P 
500® Index. S&P Dow Jones Indices has no obligation or liability in connection with the administration, marketing or 
trading of Sagicor’s product(s). There is no assurance that investment products based on the S&P 500® Index will 
accurately track index performance or provide positive investment returns. S&P Dow Jones Indices LLC is not an 
investment adviser, commodity trading advisory, commodity pool operator, broker dealer, fiduciary, “promoter” (as 
defined in the Investment Company Act of 1940, as amended), “expert” as enumerated within 15 U.S.C. § 77k(a) or tax 
advisor. Inclusion of a security, commodity, crypto currency or other asset within an index is not a recommendation 
by S&P Dow Jones Indices to buy, sell, or hold such security, commodity, crypto currency or other asset, nor is it 
considered to be investment advice or commodity trading advice. 
NEITHER S&P DOW JONES INDICES NOR THIRD PARTY LICENSOR GUARANTEES THE ADEQUACY, ACCURACY, 
TIMELINESS AND/OR THE COMPLETENESS OF THE S&P 500® INDEX OR ANY DATA RELATED THERETO OR 
ANY COMMUNICATION, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO, ORAL OR WRITTEN COMMUNICATION (INCLUDING 
ELECTRONIC COMMUNICATIONS) WITH RESPECT THERETO. S&P DOW JONES INDICES SHALL NOT BE SUBJECT 
TO ANY DAMAGES OR LIABILITY FOR ANY ERRORS, OMISSIONS, OR DELAYS THEREIN. S&P DOW JONES 
INDICES MAKES NO EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, AND EXPRESSLY DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES, OF 
MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE OR USE OR AS TO RESULTS TO BE OBTAINED 
BY SAGICOR LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY (SAGICOR), OWNERS OF SAGICOR’S PRODUCT(S), OR ANY OTHER 
PERSON OR ENTITY FROM THE USE OF THE S&P 500® INDEX OR WITH RESPECT TO ANY DATA RELATED 
THERETO. WITHOUT LIMITING ANY OF THE FOREGOING, IN NO EVENT WHATSOEVER SHALL S&P DOW JONES 
INDICES BE LIABLE FOR ANY INDIRECT, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL, PUNITIVE, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES 
INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO, LOSS OF PROFITS, TRADING LOSSES, LOST TIME OR GOODWILL, EVEN IF 
THEY HAVE BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBLITY OF SUCH DAMAGES, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, TORT, STRICT 
LIABILITY, OR OTHERWISE. S&P DOW JONES INDICES HAS NOT REVIEWED, PREPARED AND/OR CERTIFIED 
ANY PORTION OF, NOR DOES S&P DOW JONES INDICES HAVE ANY CONTROL OVER, THE LICENSEE PRODUCT 
REGISTRATION STATEMENT, PROSPECTUS OR OTHER OFFERING MATERIALS. THERE ARE NO THIRD-PARTY 
BENEFICIARIES OF ANY AGREEMENTS OR ARRANGEMENTS BETWEEN S&P DOW JONES INDICES AND 
SAGICOR LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY (SAGICOR), OTHER THAN THE LICENSORS OF S&P DOW JONES INDICES.
You do not participate in the performance of any securities investment. Credited interest, if any, is limited by the 
application of interest rate caps and participation rates. Indexes are unmanaged and index returns do not reflect 
dividends. You do not receive index or iShares returns. 
Products issued by Sagicor Life Insurance Company. Home Office: Scottsdale, AZ. Products not available in all states, 
and state variations may apply. Sagicor does not provide tax or estate planning advice. You should consult your tax 
advisor(s). Annuities and life insurance products have limitations and restrictions, including surrender charges. Sagicor 
issues other fixed annuities and life insurance products with similar features, benefits, limitations and restrictions. 
Contact Sagicor for more information. Policy Forms: ICC191021, 1021CA, 1021FL, 1021, and 1021ND. Rider Forms: 
ICC196070, 6070, ICC196073, 6073, ICC196069, 6069, ICC196071, 6071, ICC196072, and 6072.
Sagicor is rated “A-” (Excellent) by A.M. Best Company (4th best out of 16 possible ratings), affirmed as of  
November 4, 2021. Rating and guarantees based on the claims-paying ability of Sagicor Life Insurance Company.
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